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Comments I would like to put forward my objection to this proposed 5g mast in the village of
Kirtlington. I understand that we need technology but not to the detriment of rural areas. It
is not like we need google maps wandering around the village trying to find the nearest
restaurant! The 50 ft 5g mast is not something that is in keeping with village environment
and should be located further away from housing. The mast is large and intrusive and would
be an eyesore to anyone entering and leaving the village. I understand moving the mast
further away from housing may be at an extra cost to the telecommunication company, but I
am sure they will make a lot of money from their mast and recuperate their initial layout! My
points of objection are as follows. It is located within the Kirtlington conservation area. A
conservation area is an area with special architectural or historical interest. A 5g mast would
certainly not fit in here. It will be visible from housing located in the conservation area. As
conservation area residents we go to a lot of expense to keep our houses looking a certain
way with strict conditions to adhere to. It would make a mockery of the conservation system
if this was allowed to go ahead in this historical village. It is far too close to residential
housing (which I notice is why the applicant has turned down various other locations within
the village). For a lot of houses, it will be the first thing seen when opening bedroom
windows. I am not sure if there is lighting on the mast, but I am guessing there will be. The
village does not have street lighting in this area, or most of the village for that matter. The
application says that it will blend in with street furniture? What street furniture? One very
old small wooden post? The health impacts of are unknown of a mast like this in close
proximity to housing. Disturbance from pulsing waves of the antenna for those residents
nearest to it. I find it odd that we have notices all around the village for someone needing to
cut down a tree or have patio doors fitted in their property. Yet we get NO notification for a
50ft 5g mast. It is astounding! I implore the council to reject this application on the above
grounds. So many residents will be affected by this. A lot of whom have not been informed
or notified by the council.
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